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ihe US-Japan defanse relationship is a sound one, not troubled by major
differences. We have some operating problems, but these are generally
through well-established government-to-government machine
We doubt the Japanese will raises
nes s of the Japanese government we do not suggest you take up specific
defense issues. Rather, we suggest you reiterate that the Mutual Security
Treaty and defense cooperation remain key elements in US-Japan relations
and that we have no plans to modify our basic defense posture in Asia.
Despite the smoothness of our defense relationship with Japan, we have
some concerns. One involves public discussion about Japan's defense
role. The lack of a better public dialogue in Japan concerning Japan's
defense role and responsibilities impairs our operating ability and
general defense cooperation. The Japanese government is afraid to do too
much in this area out of fear · of adverse public reaction. Improvement
can only come from major efforts of the top Japanese leadership •
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by inflation and lack of public support. Japan presently spends less
than 1% of her GNP for defense, and we would urge a modest increase, b~t
at least no backsliding in her defense efrorts.
The rising cost of US military -operations in Japan could impair our ability
to operate there. Wages are climbing at annual 'rates of 30% and more.
While Japan's contributions to the common d~f~nse, such as rent-free
bases, are considerable, \oJe nevertheless wctnt to share with the GOJ the
problem of severely rising costs of operations in Jap.an. A dialogue is
just beginning and progress at best wi 11 be slow.
On their side the Japanese government is worried about our willingness

and determination to maintain major force deployments in Asia.

They fear

we will take major steps involving our forces in Northeast Asia without
consulting them. They also are concerned about a variety of problems
connected with our base tenure.
Talking Points
If defense cooperation issues are raised, recommend· you:
Reiterate that US policy will continue to emphasize the importance
of Japan, and the mainten~nce~of the US-Japan Mutual Security
Treaty. Express the hope that the Japanese government will gain
greater public acceptance of US-Japanese defense coop~ration.
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- Inform them that we have no plans to significantly modify our
dep 1oymen ts in Asia. We wi 11 consu 1t with them shou 1d 1.-re consider
major changes.
- Emphasize the need to improve the already substantial US-Japan
defense cooperation, and express the hope that we can \o.~ork out
a better definition of e~ch country's role in the mutual defense
effort. (See brief discussion at Ta!:> A.)
Emphasize the importance of continuing with plans to improve and
upgrade Japan's defense forces.
For example, expanded anti-submarin~ war'fare (ASW) capabi 1i ty
should be emphasized.
- Reiterate appreciation for Japan's cooperation in resolving base
problems, assure the GOJ of continued ~S cooperation, and emphasize
importance of bases in Japan to both US and Japan defense interests.
(See brief discussion at Tab B.)
- $eek Japan's cooperation in sharing the problem of rising costs of
US military operations in Japan .
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